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ABSTRACT: Dissolution pressure and nozzle temperature effects on particle size and distribution 

were investigated for RESS (Rapid Expansion of Supercritical Solution) process. Supercritical CO2 

was used as solvent and Ibuprofen was applied as the model component in all runs. The resulting 

Ibuprofen nano-particles (about 50 nm in optimized runs) were analyzed by SEM and laser 

diffraction particle size analyzer systems. Results show that in low supercritical pressure ranges, 

depending on the solvent and solid component properties (Lower than 105 bar for Ibuprofen-CO2 

system), nozzle temperature should be as low as possible (80-90˚C for Ibuprofen-CO2 system).  

In the other hand in high supercritical pressure ranges (above 105 bar), high nozzle temperatures 

work better. The border line of these two areas depends on the solvent phase behavior. Rapid 

Expansion of Supercritical Solution into a liquid solvent (RESOLV) was also studied with and 

without the presence of surfactant and compared with RESS process by measuring of formed 

particles size, size distribution and dissolution rate. Results show that the RESS process generally 

creates better conditions for achieving fine and uniform organic powders (with mean particles size 

of 40-180 nm), in contrast to the RESOLV method (minimum particles size of 80-400 nm). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Size distribution is a crucial parameter in mass 

transfer of organic and inorganic active substances such 

as pharmaceuticals. Many physical properties of 

powdered solids can be fine tuned by minor changes  

in the mean particle size [1-3]. For the solid pharmaceuticals, 

bioavailability (absorbed percentage of initial dosage of 

drug) is often limited by low water solubility. Particle 

size reduction provides a larger surface area and 

improves the rate of water dissolution [4-6]. In addition 

to the higher dissolution rate, smaller diameter particles 

correspond to a better activity, easier absorption, longer 

circulating capacity in the blood, stability against 

degradation and reduction of undesirable side effects [6, 7]. 

Various methods  including; crashing, grinding, milling, 

spray drying, freeze-drying, re-crystallization of solute 

particles using liquid anti-solvents, surfactant-aid 

dispersion, use of organic solvents, emulsions and 

microemulsions and solid dispersion technology, are used 

to convert a solid bulk material into a fine powder [8-10]. 

However, some of these techniques introduce various 

problems or limitations such as broad distribution in 

particle size, excessive solvent use and disposal, thermal 

and/or chemical degradation of biological substances and 

contamination with unwanted residues [10, 11]. Rapid 

expansion of supercritical solution (RESS method) offers 

considerable promise as a means for the production of 

films, crystalline or amorphous powders with narrow and 

controllable particle size distribution. Actually the mild 

operational conditions and high efficiency has rendered 

the RESS method very attractive to process the thermally 

sensitive pharmaceuticals [17, 18]. During this process, 

the substance of interest is dissolved in a supercritical 

fluid, resulting in a solute laden supercritical phase which 

is then subjected to rapid expansion by passing through  

a nozzle at sonic speed into a chamber in ambient condition 

(spray receiver). So, the solute precipitates because  

of the reduction of the density and, as a result solvent 

power of supercritical fluid [12-14]. A modified  

form of RESS process (Rapid Expansion into a Liquid 

Solvent / RESOLV) has been investigated recently.  

It is claimed that due to higher mass transfer resistance  

in the liquid phase spray receiver in RESOLV, 

aggregation and agglomeration is much more limited  

as compared to RESS and thus a lower mean particle size 

is achieved [15, 16].  

The combination of high super saturation ratios and  

a rapid propagating mechanical perturbation are the 

distinguishing characteristic of RESS and RESOLV 

processes [16, 17]. Precipitation through evaporation of 

liquid solvent eliminates all the advantages of supercritical 

RESS expansion.  Therefore thermodynamic conditions 

after and before expanding, should be controlled in order 

to avoid any solvent liquefaction. Precipitation path 

consists of three sections: (1) Pre-expansion zone (from 

immediately after the solubilization cell to the nozzle 

entrance), (2) Nozzle path and (3) Receiving environment 

(free jet zone).  As soon as entering into the receiving 

environment, the supercritical solution separates into a 

low density gas and a solid precipitate, as the density and 

solvent power are reduced due to lower pressure  

in sections (1) and (2) [17]. Temperature limitation in the 

first section is very important, because in low 

temperatures, solvent liquefaction occurs and solute 

particles precipitate from liquid phase. On the other hand, 

in very high temperatures, the solute component may be 

degraded [18, 19]. Therefore, the pre-expansion zone 

should be set at a high enough temperature to compensate 

the temperature drop brought about due to pressure drop, 

to avoid precipitation of solute in the pre-expansion zone.  

However, the residence time is very low in short nozzle 

(section 2) nozzle temperature is one of the most 

important operational conditions, because of its effect on 

supercritical solution density during nozzle path.  Nozzle 

temperature should be kept high enough to prevent 

precipitating in the nozzle path [20, 21]. By using  

a nozzle with low L/D (Length: Diameter) ratio, nozzle 

temperature can be controlled easily and the fluid flow 

can be considered steady state and one-dimensional [26-28]. 

At the nozzle exit (between 2 & 3 sections) solvent 

power drops suddenly because of pressure reduction and 

the nuclei appear. The driving force for particle formation 

is the Supersaturation Ratio (S) [22-24]. 

( )E E E

*

y T ,P
S 1

y (T, P)
= �                                                            (1) 

Nucleation in RESS process is generally controlled by 

two consecutive mechanisms: 

1-Nucleus formation 

2- Growth 

Particle formation rate direct depends on the S factor.  

By increasing the particle formation rate, smaller and 
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Fig. 1: RESS Apparatus. 

 

more uniform nuclei are formed [25]. High S values 

always lead to high precipitation rates. So, numerous 

nuclei appear without having enough time to grow up.  

In the constant pre-expansion condition, yE(TE , PE) value 

remains constant. Therefore the S factor is only  

a function of the after-expansion condition and the y*(T , P) 

value. Spraying fluid density and consequently the  

y*(T , P) value are impacted by nozzle temperature.  

A rough estimate for the choice of the process can be 

given based on the solubility of the solid component  

in the supercritical fluid.  In addition size and morphology 

of RESS processed particles are clearly affected by supercritical 

solution concentration, just before expansion [29-31]. 

High concentration of expanding solution causes 

aggregation of nuclei because of the high cohesions 

potential. In low pressures and low concentrations, solution 

concentration is not high enough to bring about cohesion 

and coagulation.  On the other hand, in higher pressures, 

because of higher solution concentration, the nuclei 

coagulate and large clusters are formed. 

Therefore the dissolution pressure and nozzle 

temperature are selected as essential parameters in the 

RESS process and their effect on the resulting physical 

properties of Ibuprofen particles, is investigated in this 

work. We also compared the effect of spray receiving 

environment by running the RESS and RESOLVE 

processes under the same conditions.   

Carbon dioxide was chosen as our supercritical fluid 

which is commonly used especially for heat-sensitive materials. 

It is non-toxic and chemically inert with the relatively 

low supercritical pressure and temperature [5, 17, 32].   

The required dosages of Ibuprofen can be lowered  

by improving its effectiveness by increasing the dissolution 

rate in the biological environment [10, 12, 33]. Mean 

particles size effect on the Ibuprofen bioavailability  

was investigated using the dissolution test. Experiments were 

designed based on middle pressure ranges (80-130 bars) 

which makes the process more feasible and attractive 

from practical and economical aspects.   

 

EXPERIMENTAL  SECTION 

Materials 

Ibuprofen (Sina Daru , 99.99% purity) was used  

as received and CO2 (Roham Gaz, 99.95%) was also used 

as solvent. Ethanol (99.8%, Sigma Aldrich) and Acetone 

(99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) were used in analytical grade 

form. 

 

Apparatus 

The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.1. It is 

similar to the regular form of RESS system which  

is made of two parts: the solution cell and the expansion or 

crystallization part. The solvent (CO2) flows through  

a 0.2�m filter to a cooling system (F38-Me, Julabo) from 

the reservoir to liquefy the gas solvent.  Then liquid 

solvent is compressed to the desired pressure by means of 

an HPLC pump ( LC 6A, Shimadzu) and after passing 

through a pre-heater coil, enters in to the solution cell  

 

  1- CO2 tank   

  2- Controller valve  

  3- Pressure gauge    

  4- Cooling system   

  5- HPLC pump    

  6- Pre-heater   

  7- Solution cell   

  8- TIC   

  9- Pressure gauge   

  10- Micrometering valve  

  11- Back pressure controller  

  12- Presure gauge  

  13- Nozzle  

  14- Electrical bath  

  15- Particle collector 
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(extraction part, 16 cm height and 7mm  I.D., S.S.) which 

is loaded with solid sample.  Both coil and cell  

are located in an air bath, where temperature is kept 

constant at 35 ˚C (±1ºC) by a TIC. Immediately after the 

extraction cell, the supercritical solution passes through  

a micro-metering valve (1 4′′ , S.S, Swagelok) to set the 

flow rate, a back pressure valve (KPR Series, Swagelok) 

and an expansion device (a stainless steel capillary,  

5 mm length and 0.05mm I.D.). Passing through the expansion 

device, causes the pressure reduction and the solute 

precipitate from the solution in the form of tiny solid 

particles. The produced particles are collected on a glass 

slide directly. All connections and tubes are stainless steel 

and wrapped by wire heaters equipped with a TIC,  

to keep temperatures constant.  The pressures in the CO2 

reservoir, extraction cell and immediately after the flow 

controller valve and before the expansion device are also 

measured and controlled by pressure gauges in ±0.1 bar 

accuracy (Ashcroft, f5503). 

Spraying flow rate is constant and the same in all 

runs. Nozzle tip is kept vertical, relative to collection 

surface at the distance of 0.5 cm.  In each run, sample 

collection starts after 4 min to ensure condition consistency. 

 

Analysis 

Morphology and the mean particle size were 

determined using SEM (Hitachi, S-570) images.  Size 

distribution curves were obtained by Particle Size 

Analyzer system (CiLAS, 1068-Liquid) in order to 

emphasize the SEM results.  Effect of particles size and 

morphology of the model component on dissolution rate 

was also determined by dissolution rate tester (Erveka DT70) 

equipped with a UV spectrometer system (Shimadzu, 

UV-1700). The dissolution tester, works based on  

the drug concentration measurement, in a phosphate buffer 

solution (PH=6.1), in equal time intervals. 

 

Ibuprofen Solubility in Supercritical CO2 

Solid component solubility in supercritical solvent 

should be determined before starting the precipitation 

tests. We obtained the Ibuprofen saturated mole fraction 

in supercritical CO2 in twelve different pressures (80-130 bars) 

at 35˚C by a dynamic method.  We also obtained 

saturated solubility values at 40˚C and 45˚C in triplicate.  

All the solubility values were compared with the 

reference data to ensure the reproducibility and precision 

of our method.  Our results are in good agreement  

(max. 7% deviation) with the reference data [34]. 

 

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION 

Data was obtained in 25 runs. Six different 

supercritical solution pressures (80, 90, 100, 110, 120 and 

125 bars) and in each pressure, five different nozzle 

temperatures (80, 85, 90, 95 & 100°C) were set as 

experimental variables. Except for the above mentioned 

variables, all other parameters were kept constant during 

all runs.  Experimental conditions were selected based on 

Ibuprofen physical properties and CO2 phase behavior 

and critical point (31.5°C & 72.5 bars). In 120 and 125 

bar experiments series, particles were too aggregated to 

determine their exact morphology, size and distribution. 

All other products were analyzed by SEM and particle 

size analyzer systems and their mean particles size (d.a.) 

and Particle Size Distribution (PSD) were calculated  

by Eqs. (2) and (3) [35].  

nd
d.a.

n

�
=
�

                                                                     (2) 

an d d
PSD

n

� −
=

�
                                                         (3) 

Our results show a novel trend of particle size and 

distribution based on nozzle temperature and supercritical 

solution pressure before expanding. In supercritical 

systems, there is always a threshold supercritical solution 

pressure. For the supercritical solution low pressure 

ranges relative to this threshold pressure, before the 

expansion process, precipitated particles size will  

increase with increasing nozzle temperature. On the other hand, 

in upper supercritical solution pressures, low nozzle 

temperatures, cause solvent liquefaction and large nucleus 

formation. However in higher nozzle temperatures, even 

though the solvent doesn’t liquefy but initial nucleus stick 

to each other and large clots are formed.  This threshold 

limit depends on the solvent and solid character and their 

solubility behavior, that for Ibuprofen-CO2 system is 

about 105-110 bar (See Figs. 2 and 3). 

Fig. 2 shows that in high supercritical pressures 

(above 105-110 bar), large nucleus appear initially, even 

in high nozzle temperature. Because of high supercritical 

solution concentration, initial nucleus immediately 

aggregate, due to frequent nuclei collisions.  But in low 

pressures, because of lower concentrations, the nuclei are  
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Fig. 2: Mean particle size changes with nozzle temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: SEM images of the particle, formed in (A); run 6 and (B); run 16. 
 

small and collide less frequently [36, 37]. Fig. 3 shows 

the SEM images of particles collected from runs 6 & 16 

which are also shown in Fig. 2. 

In low nozzle temperatures, low values of y*(T , P) 

increase the S factor (see Eq. (1)) and small and uniform 

nuclei (in 50 nm range) are formed.  This claim has been 

clearly proved in our experiments, by comparing the 

mean particle sizes and size distributions of particles 

produced in different nozzle temperatures in 80 and 90 bars. 

The isenthalpic assumption of fluid motion in nozzle 

is valid for our experiments, and the thermodynamic 

conditions (T and P values) at the nozzle entrance should 

be selected in such a way to prevent the formation of two 

phases during expansion [38-40]. In high pressure ranges 

(~above 100 bar), lower nozzle temperatures drops 

expanding path into the 2-phase area. Precipitation from 

liquid phase causes large crystals formation that are likely 

to agglomerate in the liquid phase. Whereas, in lower 

pressure range (80-100 bar), even 340 K for nozzle  
 

does not result in liquid phase formation.  Results have also 

shown that in 100 and 110 bars, against 80 and 90 bar, 

particles become larger with high crystalline character, 

when nozzle temperature is adjusted at 80-90 °C (See Fig. 3). 

However in more than 100 bar, even in 90-100°C,  

large and wide distribution particles were formed, 

because of high supercritical solution concentration and 

numerous nucleus collisions that leads to large clusters 

formation.  Meanwhile high nozzle temperatures causes  

S values reducing that leads to large initial particle 

formation as occurred in our (19) and (20) runs (110 bar, 

95 and 100°C).  

 

Effects of Expansion Receiving Environment  

The optimum run (run 6), was repeated four times by 

RESOLV method. Once the supercritical solution  

was sprayed into water medium and three times into 

solutions of surfactants (Poly ethylene glycol solution; 

10%, 25% and 50% v/v respectively). Analysis showed that, 

(A); Solubility Pressure: 90 bar & Nozzle temperature: 80˚C (Run: 6) (B); Solubility Pressure: 110 bar & Nozzle temperature: 80˚C (Run: 16) 
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Fig. 4: PSA curves of Ibuprofen particles (a) Original sample (b) Processed sample in run 6 (c) Processed sample by  

run 6 condition expanded into pure water (d) Processed sample by run 6 expanded into water ++++ polyethylene glycol (25%) 

 

volume percent of surfactant in the receiving solution has 

no significant impact on particles quality. Achieved 

particles were compared by PSD and dissolution time 

analysis (See Fig. 4). 

Expansion into the pure water results in a water 

solution that can be directly formulated as a consumer 

product. However the intensified nano-particle surface 

behavior in water results in appearance of large 

aggregates. Using of a surfactant within the receiving 

liquid can solve this problem [41, 42]. Fig. 4 shows the 

PSD curves of the original particles, RESOLV & RESS 

products. Based on the literatures [references needed], 

dry expansion leads to smaller and more uniform 

particles formation relative to liquid receiving expansion, 

however a highly dense receiving environment prevents 

nucleus growth. Because of liquid low temperature, 

density of free jet gas increases. So, large initial nucleuses 

form as a result of low S factor. Low diffusion factor 

prevents nucleuses growth but particles aggregate rapidly 

because of their surface properties in the nano scale.  

By adding an adequate surfactant this problem can be solved 

to some extent. 

 

Dissolution Studies 

Dissolution rate of precipitated particles obtained 

from runs 6 and 16 and original component were 

compared.  The concentrations of Ibuprofen in aqueous 

environments were measured spectrophotometrically  

by measuring the absorbance at �=221nm, in 1, 2, 5, 10 

and then every 10 minutes to 120 minutes after starting, 

respectively. The dissolution profiles are shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 shows that the dissolution rate of large crystals 

obtained from run (16) (solubility Pressure: 110 bar, 

nozzle temperature: 80°C) didn’t improve in contrast  

to the original sample, but particles obtained from run 6 

(solubility Pressure: 90 bar, nozzle temperature:80°C) 

exhibit considerably higher dissolution rate. This enhancement 

is based on reducing surface area and structure crystalline 
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Fig. 5: Dissolution profiles of  products achieved from runs  

6 (Solubility Pressure: 90 bar & Nozzle temperature: 80˚C),  

16  (Solubility Pressure: 110 bar & Nozzle temperature: 80˚C) 

and the original sample. 

 

form. Destruction of crystalline character is an important 

advantage of RESS process which is not observed  

in other micronization methods. 

 

CONCLUSION 

A new parameter (Nozzle Temperature) effect on 

RESS processed ibuprofen particles has been investigated 

at the present work.  Results showed that in low solubility 

pressures (< 2Pc) fine and uniform particles form, 

especially in low nozzle temperatures.  In high pressures 

(above 110 bar), low nozzle temperatures lead the 

precipitation process to face with 2-phase condition.  

Of course, in this area, high nozzle temperatures (above 

90°C), increase S factor and small initial nucleuses form 

those easily stick to each other. Also in RESOLV process, 

particles are formed in an instable suspension form.  

At the presence of surfactants, a more uniform suspension 

is conformed, but a separation stage should be considered 

to extract the surfactant from the main component which 

needs the extra separation and purification process. 

 

Symbols 

d                                             Diameter of an species of particles 

d.a.                                                                  Mean particles size 

n                                           Number of particles of the species d  

P                                                                        Absolute pressure 

PSD                                                    Mean particles distribution 

S                                                                  Super saturation ratio 

T                                                                  Absolute temperature 

yE (TE,PE)      Saturated mole fraction in pre-expansion condition 

y* (T,P)                                    Mole fraction in free jet condition 

Received : May 20, 2009  ;  Accepted : May 21, 2010 
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